REVOLTED AMEKICA
prudence and temper. The Americans have been wronged. They
have been driven to madness by injustice. Will you punish them
for the madness you have occasioned? Rather let prudence and
temper come first from this side. I will undertake for America,
that she will follow the example.. There are two lines in a ballad
of Prior's, of a man's behaviour to his wife, so applicable to
you and your colonies, that I cannot help repeating them :
* Be to her faults a little blind:
Be to her virtues very kind/
Upon the whole I will beg leave to tell the House what is really my
opinion. It is, that the Stamp Act should be repealed absolutely,
totally, and immediately; that the reason for the appeal should be
assigned, because it was founded on an erroneous principle. At the
same time, let the sovereign authority of this country over the
colonies be asserted in as strong terms as can be devised> and be
made to extend to every point of legislation whatsoever; that we
may bind their trade, confine their manufactures, and exercise
every power whatsoever—except that of taking their money out
of their pockets without their consent.
Pitt's sentiments were voiced in the House of Lords by Camden
and Shelburne; but their arguments were ably met by Chief
Justice Mansfield, who refused to recognize the subtle distinction
between the right to tax and the right to make laws so emphatically
stated by Pitt and his friends; and lie went a stage further in the
argument by taking the line that die colonists were represented
in Parliament in the same way as those Englishmen who were
not freeholders. It was Macaulay who brought out the real
issues involved in the Stamp Act.
The Stamp Act [he wrote] was indefensible, not because it was
beyond the constitutional competence of Parliament, but because
it was unjust and impolitic, sterile of revenue, and fertile in dis-
contents.
And one of the few men to recognize this at the time was the
King.
As early as February nth, 1766, George had gone to the
trouble to state his views on the matter in a memorandum.
The late variety of opinions that have been reported to be mine on
the Stamp Act [he wrote], makes it very eligible that I should whilst
fresh in my memory put on paper the whole of my conduct during
this very arduous transaction. From the first conversations on the
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